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EXTRAORDINARYMEASURES:PROTESTINGRULE OF
LAW VIOLATIONSAFTERBUSH V GORE

Do Rule of Law theories entail particularobligations of enforcement? What do they imply about the responsibility of legal
academics, when the Supreme Court renders a decision that is
deeply threateningto the Rule of Law? The Court'sdecision in Bush
v. Gore provides a unique opportunityfor reflectionon these questions. More thanany case in recenthistory,this decision was initially
challengedas a violationof Rule of Law norms.In an unprecedented
move initiated by Stanford Law Professor MargaretJane Radin,
more than six hundred law professors signed a public statement
declaring that "the U.S. Supreme Court used its power to act as
political partisans,not judges of a court of law."1Yet the scholarly
assessments that have emerged from the legal academy in the past
year have not reflected a coherent view that this alleged violation
demandsatypical forms of resistancefrom those centrally invested
in the Rule of Law. On the contrary,much of the scholarshipthathas
analyzedthe opinion has served more to normalizeit than to underscore its departures.Moreover,almost none of this work has urged
scholars to move beyond the conventions of legal commentaryto
protestits lawlessness. This articleseeks to understandthis disjuncture, and to explore its sources, both in scholarlyunderstandingsof
the Rule of Law and in related,but distinctconceptions of the legal
academic role. Drawing on a common threadof these arguments* Professor of
Law, University of California-Berkeley School of Law;
Professor of Law, Cornell Law School. I am gratefulto Robert Post for several
conversationsabout his view of Bush v. Gore and the Rule of Law, to Colin
MacLeodfor helpful commentaryon earlierdraftsand to my VotingRights class
at Boalt Hall in Fall 2001, for their animatedand responsible discussion of the
decision. EmanuelTsourounisprovidedexceptionalresearchassistance.
1 Statementof Law Professorsfor the Rule of Law, New YorkTimes,
January
13, 2001 (signed, at time of publicationby more thanfive hundredprofessors).
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one thatdescribesrule- or law-makingas a form of social practiceI arguethatthis tendencyin recent scholarlywork is misconceived.
I contend thatthe most compelling "social practice"versions of the
Rule of Law suggest that law professors should move beyond the
traditionalboundariesof the academicrole, to resist a breachof this
natureand magnitude.In the final portion of the article, I identify
some of the meansby which legal academicsmight usefully respond
to the violation implicit in the SupremeCourt'sruling.
I. ENFORCING THE RULE OF LAW

The traditionalRule of Law literaturehas had little to say about
the pragmaticquestion of how, and by whom, precepts are to be
enforced when they are violated. In paradigmaticRule of Law
scholarship such as that of Fuller2 or Rawls,3 compliance with a
conception of the Rule of Law is discussed primarily as a characteristic of a legal system as a whole, and only secondarily as
an attributeof individual instances of (judicial) decision-making.
Individualdecisions can violate one or more of the precepts that
comprise the Rule of Law: indeed, for Fuller, this may happen
even in legitimate legal systems; for precepts may exhibit tension
with one anotherin particularcases, which the lawmakeris obliged
to reconcile.4 But the principalquestion in such accounts is more
whether a legal system, taken as a whole - and it is generally
some hypotheticallegal system that is taken as a whole5 - reflects
proceduralprecepts as notice, non-retroactivity,or generality of
application, or such substantivefeatures such as a connection to
the liberty of subjects.6Perhapsmore centrally,even instances of
2 See Lon L. Fuller, The
Moralityof Law (1964) (hereinafterThe Moralityof
Law).
3 John Rawls, A Theoryof Justice (1971).
4 Fuller gives the example that retroactivityin the applicationof a law (one
precept of his "innermorality"of law) may sometimes be necessary to remedy
a situation in which the law has not been sufficiently general in its application
(anotherprecept).See Fuller, TheMoralityof Law, supranote 2, at 211.
5 Fuller,for
example, discusses the error-riddenand ill-fated reign of a soverrefers
to
as "Rex."See Fuller, The Morality of Law, supra note 2, at
he
eign
33-41.
6 John Rawls, A
Theoryof Justice 235-240 (1971).
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deviationdo not necessarilytriggeran obligationof enforcement.In
Fuller,for example, most aspects of the "innermorality"of law - a
term he uses interchangeablywith the "Rule of Law" - partakeof
a "moralityof aspiration"ratherthan a "moralityof duty,"meaning
that departuresare viewed as regrettablefailures to attainthe best
of which humans are capable, ratherthan breaches of a minimal,
enforceable responsibility.7Fuller explains that basic social obligations that require only forbearance("do not kill, do not injure,
do not deceive") may be imposed as duties. However,when social
imperativeshave an "affirmativeand creative quality,"8it is inevitably difficult to define at what point a duty to perform them has
been violated. Because the "innermorality of law" is of the latter
character,"[i]ts primaryappeal must be to a sense of trusteeship
and to the pride of the craftsman."9Thus, the questionof what kind
of response, from what categories of legal subjects, should follow
from a failureto comply with the Rule of Law thatdoes not typically
arise.
Contemporaryre-articulationsof the Rule of Law have begun to
shift this focus. Emblematic of this shift is the work of Margaret
Jane Radin.10Radin has offered a Wittgensteiniananalysis of the
Rule of Law that conceives rulemakingas a social practice. This
7 The one
exception Fuller cites is the "desideratumof making the laws
or
at
least
known,
making them availableto those affected by them."Fuller, The
Moralityof Law, supranote 2, at 43. Althoughapparentlyaffirmativein character,
this would seem to requireless creativityand more of a mechanicalact, makingit
possible to assess violations with some precision, a prospect about which Fuller
is more dubious,in connection with the otherprecepts.
8 Fuller,The Moralityof Law, supranote 2, at 42.
9 Fuller, The
Moralityof Law, supranote 2, at 43. In this discussion, it is not
altogetherclear whether Fuller is saying that it is too difficult to estimate with
precision when a violation of a more affirmativeimperativehas occurred,or that
it is too difficult,in connection with such imperatives,to say where the line falls
between the kind of basic failure for which one should be held responsible and
the kind of failure to achieve excellence that can only be regretted.The former
would seem to be implied by the terms of this specific discussion, see Fuller,The
Morality of Law, supra note 2, at 42-43, but the latter would seem to be more
consistent with his overall discussion of the distinctionbetween the morality of
duty and the moralityof aspiration.
10 See MargaretJaneRadin,Reconsideringthe Rule of Law, 69 Boston University Law Review 781 (1989) (hereinafter,Radin, Reconsidering the Rule of
Law).
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approachproblematizesthe traditionaldistinctionbetweenrules and
their application.Radin rejects the notion that rules are "formally
realizable"- that the natureand range of their applicationcan be
inferredas a matterof logical deductionfrom the rules themselves.
Rather,she describesthe process of applicationas a central,if inevitably contingent, part of the formulationof the rule itself. Radin's
vision also blurs the distinctionbetween the rulers and the ruled:
it replaces the notion of rulemakingas a formal, largely governmental process with the notion of rulemaking as an inextricably
social process, in which the assent and compliance of subjects are
as much a part of the formation of the rule as its promulgation
by legal authorities.Radin's work is finally noteworthyin that it
seeks to bring a Rule of Law vision to bear on specific instances of
contemporaryadjudication.She explains, for example, why Judge
Skelly Wright'shighly innovativedecision in Robinsonv. Diamond
Housing Corporationll reflects and reinforces the Rule of Law
understoodin this way. ThoughJudge Wright'sruling, that tenants
whose housing violates implied warrantsof habitabilityshould be
entitledto remainin theirhousingrent-freeuntil such violations are
cured,reflectedwhat mighthave been regardedas an unprecedented
gloss on landlord-tenantlaw, it accurately captured a collective
process of interpretationthroughwhich legislative enactmentshad
been given meaningby judicial explicationand grass-rootspolitical
activism.
In a more recent article, "Canthe Rule of Law Survive Bush v.
Gore?"12Radin uses Rule of Law analysis to criticize the Supreme
Court'sresolutionof the PresidentialElectionof 2000. Bush v. Gore,
according to Radin's analysis, violates Rule of Law precepts in
many ways: the view of "irreparableharm"embodied in the initial
stay, the equal protection analysis and the frank refusal to give
the alleged violation a remedy through a meaningful remand, all
exceed "the boundariesof acceptableargument"13as to the applicable doctrinal elements; and the Court's proviso that its analysis
1 463 F.2d 853 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
12
MargaretJane Radin, Can the Rule of Law Survive Bush v. Gore, in Bruce
Ackermaned., Bush v. Gore:The questionof Legitimacy 130 (forthcoming2002)
(hereinafter,Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive).
13 Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive,
supranote 12, at 137.
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holds for this case only frankly violates even the Rule of Law
precept that "principles must endure from case to case."14 But
more significant than Radin's critique is her reflection on what it
implies for her professionalrole.15 The magnitudeof these multiple
violations transforms Radin into an "accidental activist"16who
circulates the "Law Professors for the Rule of Law" petition. She
argues,moreover,that this response is not only legitimatebut more
readilyjusitifed than cynical responses that relativize the violation,
or prudent,polite responsesthattreatthe opinion as if it were usable
law.17In making this argument,however, Radin does not describe
14

Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive, supranote 12, at 139.
15 Radin's comfort with
assessing, declaring and acting against Rule of Law
in
contrast
with
that of Fuller. This may be attributableto the social
violations,
character
of
Radin's
Rule of Law theory. Fuller's theory is not devoid
practice
of any social aspect: indeed he defends it against the critiques of positivists
like H.L.A. Hart,by explaining that analytic positivism sees law as a projection
of governmentalauthoritythat does not envision any relation to the governed,
whereas his theory that the certain requirementsfor making law comprise an
"innermorality"of law takes as its startingpoint a conception of a relationship
between the lawmakerand the people he governs. See Fuller, The Morality of
Law, supranote 2, at 204-212. However,this conception is distinctfrom Radin's
in that,thoughFuller's innermoralityof law envisions a relationto the governed,
it is not an ongoing social process of engagementbetween the people andthe rules
thathelp to make law. ForRadin,assessing law - the specific rules andthe broader
question of how well the lawmakerhas done with his task - is not a fine-tuned
judgment that emerges at the end of the process, to gauge the virtue or performance of the lawmaker:it is partof the process of makinglaw itself. This process of
assessmentis viewed in its internal,substantiveaspect when Radintakeson a case
such as Robinsonv. DiamondHousing;it is viewed primarilyin its externalmanifestation in the more purely Wittgensteinianportion of Radin's theory. But the
social, and dialogic, characterof lawmakingmeans that the lawmakeris in some
sense always being held accountable,and that specific imprecisions in judging
the productof the lawmaker'sworkmay be correctedor compensatedfor over the
longer process of exchange.
16 Radin,Can the Rule of Law
Survive, supranote 12, at 132.
17 Radin's
of
these
critiques
positions are not systematicallydevelopedbut are
nonethelessilluminating.She assimilatesthe relativizingposition to the cynicism
of the media, which seem to expect crass political judgments from the courts,
and may in fact foster them by eroding those conceptions that might function to
constrainadjudication.See Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive,supranote 12, at
140-141. She critiquesthe position that one should proceed "politely"using the
Court'slemons to make doctrinallemonadeas "hypocritical"and arguesthat not
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her political resistanceas specificallyrelianton her Wittgensteinian
conception. She introducesthis conception by describing it as the
product of a more matureand intellectualcynicism, which doubts
that a formalist conception of the Rule of Law can be a viable
constraint on judicial action. She concludes that even given a
conception in which law is not "fundamentallya set of rules laid
some
down but rathera process of continuous reinterpretation,"18
conductis so far outside the social process we call rules that we can
identify as "unjudicial":Bush v. Gore was such a case.19 But she
ultimately describes her own resistancein more personal, intuitive
terms:
Bush v. Gore broughtme down fromthe intellectualheightsof debatesaboutlegal
theory,including the debate about where the Rule of Law stands in the moder
understandingsof knowledge and practice.When I was faced with a gross, baldfaced violation of the Rule of Law, I didn't want to argueWittgensteiniantheory,
I wantedto protestin the streets.20

Although this intuitive response (which I shared)is itself an interesting datum and stimulus to political action, I believe Radin can
drawmore specific fortificationfrom her earliertheoreticalposition
than this explanationsuggests. A social practice conception of the
Rule of Law, as introducedby Radin andmodifiedby recent constitutionalscholars,can provide the basis for an obligationon the part
of legal academics to engage in precisely the kind of protest that
Radin did.
This has not, however, been the consensus that has emerged in
the recent scholarly response to Bush v. Gore. Many scholars have
muted its departuresfrom the Rule of Law, or have rejected its
analysis without taking their resistance beyond the usual convenonly might it fail with a Courtwho refuses to play the game, but it also neglects
to help diagnose and solve a serious institutionalproblem.Radin,Can the Rule of
Law Survive, supranote 12, at 141-143.
18 Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive,
supranote 12, at 145-146.
19
a
social
Rodin
introduces
practiceconceptionas a modificationof
Although
more traditionalRule of Law accountstowardthe end of the article,this conception actually informs Radin's discussion, towardthe beginning of the article, of
why Bush v. Gore violated the Rule of Law.When she talks aboutthe "boundaries
of acceptableargument,"Radin is referringto a socially or collectively generated
conception similarto the notion of the "field"thatI use, infra.
20 Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive, supranote 12, at 146.
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tions of academiccommentary.
Afterexaminingthese approaches
andhighlightingtheunderstandings
thathavemotivatedthem,I will
arguethatthe socialpracticevisionexplicitin Radin'searlierwork
andimplicitin the best of thesemorequiescentcritiques,provides
a forcefulargumentfor an academicresponsibility
to confrontRule
of Lawviolationsby theCourt.
II. THE LEGAL ACADEMY AND THE RULE OF LAW AFTER
BUSH V GORE

A. ContainingDamage to the Rule of Law

An early,and sizeable,groupof legal scholarsrespondedto Bush
v. Gore with a searchfor justification.This groupincludednot
only those scholarswho believed that the opinionwas doctrinally sound,and thereforejustified.It also includeda groupwho
describedthe opinionas deeplyflawedbutpersistedin seekingan
thatmightmitigateits apparent
explanation
illegitimacy.Exemplary
of the effortsof this lattergroupareFrankMichelman'sSuspicion,
or the New Prince,21 and Cass Sunstein's Order without Law.22

Bothbeginwithanincisive,substantive
critiqueof theopinion:their
the
lack
of
analyseshighlight
precedentialfoundationfor theequal
theunusualandunprincipled
restriction
of that
protectionargument,
to
the
of
facts the case and the troublinginsistenceon
argument
interventionwheninterventionwouldbe constitutionally
unnecessaryandbesetby apparently
partisanconflicts.Yetneitherendswith
a ringingcondemnation
of the Court'sconductin this case. On the
contrary,one offersa purportedly
plausiblemotivefor the Court's
decision,and the otherpointsto a series of progressivedoctrinal
thatmightbe drawnfromit. Theseunexpectedresoldevelopments
utionsmayreflecta view of howlegalacademicsshouldrespondto
perceivedviolationsof theRuleof Law.
Michelmanoffersa scenarioin whichthe decisionwas a pragmatic,if less thananalyticallycandid,defenseagainstthe spectre
of democraticdisorder.Convincedthatthe welfareof the country
requireda speedy,definitive,non-legislativeresolution,the Court
21 68 U. Chi. L. Rev. 679
(2001) (hereinafter,Michelman,Suspicion).
22 68 U. Chi. L. Rev. 757
(2001) (hereinafter,Sunstein,OrderwithoutLaw).
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felt obligatedto end the election controversy,but withoutrevealing
the atypicallypragmaticgroundfor its action. In this scenario, the
Court was requiredto offer some "plausiblelegal grounds"23for
its intervention,to frame them "extremelynarrowly with a view
of minimizing any risk of wreckage to the full body of constitutional doctrine,"24and to hand the victory to the candidate who
was already ahead at the moment of the Court's conclusive intervention. This is precisely what the Court did in using an unelaborated,contextuallylimited equal protectionargumentto hand the
victory to George W. Bush. The Court,in this view, is no longer a
partisanintermeddlerbut a Machiavellianprince:"arulerand savior
preparedto sacrifice all to save the imperiled republic - probity,
reputation,even the salvation of an honored place in history."25
Under this explanation,the Court may still appear"arrogant,rash,
but it may
miscalculated, even profoundly anti-constitutional"26
escape the chargesof being "shamelessor depraved."27
Sunstein's article offers a varianton Michelman's explanatory
approach.He too proposes an order-basedexplanation,speculating
on the crises that might have emerged in Florida, and in Congress,
had the Court not intervened.28However, Sunstein combines this
analysis with a time-honoredlegal strategy- an effort to explain
how the offending holding might be used to progressive political
advantage.He explainshow the possibly pretextualequal protection
argumentmight have "createdthe most expansive voting right in
many decades,"29citing a rangeof cases to which the rightmightbe
applied and arguingthat the Court'sinvocationof equal protection
might promptlegislative, if not judicial, revision of many electoral
practices.
23 Michelman,
Suspicion,supranote 21, at 692. Michelmanalso describesthem
as "faux-legalreasons."Id.
24
Michelman,Suspicion,supranote 21, at 693.
25
Michelman,Suspicion,supranote 21, at 693.
26 Michelman,
Suspicion,supranote 21, at 693.
27
Michelman,Suspicion,supranote 21, at 693.
28 Sunsteinconcludesthat,in
avertingthis paradeof horribles,the Court"might
have done the nation a big favor."Sunstein,OrderwithoutLaw, supranote 22, at
769.
29 Sunstein,OrderwithoutLaw,
supranote 22, at 769.
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NeitherMichelmannor Sunsteinis explicit aboutthe reasonsfor
this strategy.Yet it is not clear that either authoractually seeks to
persuade his readers that his hypothesis is the best way to think
about this case. Michelman's hypothesis, in particular,is unveiled
at the end of his argument,in a kind of deus ex machina. It is
not assessed as a competing explanation;and Michelmanconcedes
that it has "credibilityproblems of its own," although he neither
enumeratesnor attemptsto resolve them. Sunstein'spresentationis
somewhatless tentative,althoughthere are still many unanswered
questions. His descriptionof the disorderthat might have befallen
the country has the air of a worst-case scenario: Sunstein does
not assess the likelihood that it would actually have materialized.
Similarly, he does not assess the plausibility of the claim that
Bush v. Gore might catalyze a course of voting rights reform. Is
it likely that a conservativeCourt will extend the equal protection
clause to myriad new electoral contexts? Could such an effort be
consistent with the Court'sexplicit proviso limiting the application
of the holding to these facts only? Sunstein makes little effort to
answer such questions,though they would seem to be centralto the
plausibilityof his hypotheses.
The speculative presentation of these alternative hypotheses
suggests thatthey may reflectsomethingotherthana robusteffort at
persuasion.One may read them, instead, as one kind of a response
to a perceived violation of the Rule of Law. In the face of such a
threat,Sunsteinand Michelmanmay see it as incumbentupon them
as legal academics to minimize the damage the decision inflicts
on the Rule of Law. This is not a social practice approachthat
sees subjects, including law professors, as an integral part of the
process that makes the law. It is, at least institutionally,a more
formalist view, with the hierarchicalgloss that this implies: the
Court is the source of law and the repository of legitimacy; that
legitimacy must be defended even when it is under attack from a
decision by the Courtitself. Law professorsare a partof the system
thatproduceslaw; they have powerful interpretiveskills and a wide
understandingof the possible factors that could animate Supreme
Court decisionmaking. Both their investment in the system and
their ability to envision a broaderrange of interpretationsmake it
appropriatefor legal academics to circle the wagons - either as a
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matterof intuition or as a conscious strategy- when the Rule of
Law is threatened.Thus the searchfor alternativeexplanations,and
the manifestationof presumptivefaith in the Court'slegitimacythat
characterizesthese essays could be understoodas a way of vindicating this responsibility.These are not, as they might have been,
substantivedefenses of the Court'sdecision. Michelman'sfocus is
on the Court's ostensibly heroic pragmatism;Sunstein's is on the
good thatmight come from its flawed opinion.Both ultimatelyhave
the effect of normalizingthe opinion - in relation to past institutional practice, or future doctrine- as part of an effort to contain
the damageto the Court'slegitimacy and, ultimately,to the Rule of
Law.
B. Critiquev. Resistance
A second group of scholars, exemplified by Jack Balkin30 and
Robert Post,31provide a different vantage point on the legal academics' obligationto the Rule of Law.In the view of these scholars,
Bush v. Gore was unequivocally problematic.Their critiques are
unalloyed by the kinds of ameliorative hypotheses offered by
Sunstein and Michelman; for Post, at least, the opinion is anomalous and destabilizingenough to shake his faith in the possibility
of constitutionallawmaking.Yet neithersees the decision as necessitating any exceptional form of response; the standardform of
academiccritiqueis, to these scholars,appropriateto the challenge.
The reasons for this more conventionalapproachare not explicitly
parsed;they appearto deriveboth from the authors'conceptionsof
the rule of Law and from their understandingof the legal academic
role.
Robert Post confronts the challenge of Bush v. Gore as the
consummate legal insider: as a long-time constitutionallaw professor, he must meet the skepticismof his studentsand teach them
to apprehendthe complex interplay of politics and principle that
is lawmaking in the constitutionalrealm. Yet he is struck by the
30 JackBalkin, Bush v. Gore and the BoundaryBetween Law and Politics, 110
YaleL. J. 1407, 1408-1409 (2001) (hereinafter,Balkin, The Boundary).
31 RobertPost,
Sustainingthe Premise of Legality:Learningto Live with Bush
v. Gore, in Bruce Ackerman, ed. Bush v. Gore: The question of Legitimacy
(forthcoming2002) (hereinafter,Post, Sustainingthe Premise of Legality).
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acute shame and foreboding he experienced when the case was
decided: for the first time in his career, he found himself "apprehensive aboutenteringthe classroom, afraidthat the opinion would
underminewhat [he] aspiredto offer [his] students."32
Provocatively
affective in its orientation,his essay probes this subjectiveperception to see what light it sheds on the opinion and on the enterprise
of constitutionaladjudication.
Post firstreflects on why the unredeemedfailings of the opinion
produce fear and embarrassment,ratherthan anger or outrage.The
surprisingcharacterof his reactionsmay be traceableto the nature
of constitutionallawmakingitself. Law, as Post describes it, occupies a unique position in our society because it "commands as
well as persuades;"but the "price for these prerogatives is that
law must hold itself accountable to the appraisal of reason and
craft."33Law professors, who assess the claims thus made by any
opinion of legality, must often confront the skepticism of their
students.This skepticism is particularlyacute in the constitutional
area, where the conspicuous mix of "constitutionallaw and political vision"34leads studentsto doubt the relevance of assessment
according to these standards.Bush v. Gore powerfully reinforces
such cynicism. Moreover,the Courtso clearly indicates that it will
not be boundby the usual demandsof craft and reason,thatit seems
credulous, in Post's view, to assess it in terms that assume this
aspiration.
The same features that make it naive to respond with anger to
the opinion also promptstrongfeelings of fear and embarrassment.
Constitutionallawmaking- in its paradigmatic,legitimateform - is
for Post a contingent,collaborativeprocess. It occurs when a court's
strenuous,inevitablyuncertainefforts to meld politics and principle
into reasoned,well-crafteddecision-makingare met by an academic
interpreter'scommittedeffortto intergrateeven surprisingor anomalous decisions into the extensive constitutionalfabricthatprecedes
and will follow them. The regularity of this complex, collective
effort belies its difficulty and uncertainty:in "the molten core of
32 RobertPost,
Sustainingthe Premiseof Legality,supranote 31, at 2 (page
drafton file withauthor).
numbersreferto pre-publication
33 Post,SustainingthePremiseof Legality,supranote31, at 14.
34 Post,SustainingthePremiseof Legality,supranote31, at 16.
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constitutionallawmaking,"Post notes "... law and will wrestle in
perpetuateindeterminacy,and... the triumphof legality dependson
nothingmoreefficacious thanour continuingdeterminationto make
it so."35Bush v. Gore was embarrassingand fearsome because the
Court'sbetrayalunderscorednot only the potential for the triumph
of will, butthe instabilityof the collaborativeeffort. Law professors
can contributeby painstakinglyweaving the disparatethreadsinto
a meaningfulwhole, yet, in cases like Bush v. Gore, the Courtcan
simply turn its back on the demandfor reason or craft. The possibility of rupturehighlightedby the opinionmakesthe tenuousnessof
the process throughwhich we create our sharedfabric anguishingly
clear.
Yet despite his deep distress about the opinion, and despite his
collaborative view of the process by which constitutionallaw is
forged, Bush v. Gore does not transformPost into an "accidental
activist."He does not see the Court's violation of these norms as
demandingany response, beyond the trenchantacademic critique
that he offers. Moreover,in time, even his reluctanceto discuss the
case in a contextthatwould suggest a claim to legality has tendedto
fade:
As Bush v. Gore recedes in time ... I can recognize the resurrectionof old habits
and proclivities ... I find it easier to conceive the decision as merely an aberration, an importantbut temporarylapse in the nation's ongoing and encompassing
commitmentto constitutionallaw. Although it feels slightly gullible to do so, I
can now even wax indignantat the opinion'smanydeparturesfrom acknowledged
normsof craft.I takethis to signify thatthe singularityof the decision is no longer
quite so threateningto my capacityto sustainthe premise of legality.36

With a new sense of warinessor disillusionment,but with no diminished commitmentto the traditionalboundariesof his task, Post has
resumedhis responsibilitiesin the collaborativeconstructionof the
constitutionalfabric.
What explains Post's disinclinationto mount a more sustained
protest - aimed either at the Court or the public - of the Court's
breach of its specified role? Post does not address this question directly, yet two possible answers might be drawn from the
interstices of his text. One is largely psychological in nature:the
35 Post, Sustainingthe Premiseof Legality,supranote 31, at 16.
36 Post,
Sustainingthe Premise of Legality,supranote 31, at 16.
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vertiginous sense of rupturecreated by full apprehensionof the
lawlessness of this case is, Post suggests, too overwhelming to
sustainover the long-run."Bushv. Gore tore open the very fabricof
constitutionallaw,"Post argues,"andby doing so, forced a choice:
Either to repairthat fabric, at the risk of perpetuatinga falsehood
and a myth, or to suspend allegiance to the premise of legality, at
the risk of losing hold on the possibility of constitutionallaw."37If
one concludes, as Post seems to, that acknowledgingthe lawlessness of the Court'sopinion means "losing hold on the possibility of
constitutionallaw,"the cost is, psychically,too great.
A second answer derives from Post's view of the limits of the
legal academic role. Notwithstandinghis contingent, collaborative
view of the process of constitutional lawmaking, Post remains
committed to a largely conventional notion of the academic role.
The law professor is to introducestudentsto the dynamic process
of constitutionallawmaking - a role that is rendered more traditional by Posts' positioning of studentsas skeptics and professors
as defenders of the lawlikeness of constitutional adjudication.38
Engagementwith the Courtis possible, even necessary, so long as
it is articulatedmoderatelywithin specified institutionalchannels:
classroom critiques, law review articles, exchanges with other law
professors.39In this regard,Post's academicis precisely the person
Radininvokes when she says:
[w]e law professors are normally conservative, in the sense that we don't go
aroundsigning petitions or statementsthatcriticizejudges; instead we try to stay
polite with them. We keep our argumentsto the restrainedvenue of law reviews
k Judges are our professional colleagues. They are the people we went to law
school with. We normallydon't want to offend them, both because they are our
37 Post, Sustainingthe Premiseof Legality,supranote 31, at 16.
38 In at least some of the academic
settingsin which I have taught,the students
- perhapscompelled by a desire to make coherentsense of the body of doctrine
- taken refuge in formalistic or rule-orientedframeworksfor organizing and
assimilatingthe materials,andit has been the professor'sjob engenderskepticism.
39 Even efforts to persuadethe Courtthroughthe vehicle of professors' amicus
briefsoccupy a gray area:here, academicstradeprecariouslyon the limitedcapital
providedby their scholarlyexpertise,to make points thatmay be more a matterof
political predilectionthanof scholarlyinsight. RobertPost, FacultyWorkshopon
"Sustainingthe Premise of Legality,"UC-Berkeley (Boalt Hall) School of Law,
October4, 2001.
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friends and colleagues, and because we might appearbefore them some day, or
want them to regardour law review articlesfavorably.40

Legal academics may be partnersin the forging of constitutional
meaning, but in the context of this professional and institutional
hierarchy, it is a constrainedjunior partnership.Post expresses
an outward confidence that the usual conventions of academic
exchange can convey any message of disapprobation,yet one senses
an undercurrentof resignation:thatif they cannot,there is little one
can hope to do in any case. To departfrom this deferentialmodel
of collaborativeengagement- whateverthe Court'sbehavior- is to
abandonone's post, and risk the alienationof the judiciary.
JackBalkin's approachcontrastsin some ways with thatof Post.
If Post offers a highly personallook at the classroomdilemmaposed
by Bush v. Gore, Balkin offers a dispassionate assessment of its
consequences across a range of settings. Balkin is an unabashed
critic of the opinion:its analyticfailings as well as the circumstances
and mannerof the Court's interventionsuggest strongly that "low
politics of partisanadvantage"played a more importantrole than
the "high politics of political principle."41But much of Balkin's
analysis is forward-looking:he is interestedin what happens,over
time, when the Americanconstitutionalsystem suffers an assaultof
this magnitude.Balkin asks what the decision means for debates
about constitutionallawmaking and how it is likely to affect the
Court'slegitimacy,in a range of institutionalcontexts.
One focus of Balkin's analysis is the future of the opinion
in American law schools. Though Bush v. Gore seems likely to
vindicate the insights of legal realists or critical legal scholars,42
it will also be destabilizingfor mainstreamlegal academics,among
whom Balkin predicts a rapid effort to "reduce cognitive dissonance in manifold ways.43In the longer run, he argues,the opinion
faces one of threepossible futures:it may be wholly normalized,or
40
Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive, supranote 12, at 132.
41
Balkin, The Boundary,supranote 30, at 1408.
42 Balkin
this
in PartIII.

develops
point specifically
Balkin, The Boundary,supranote 30, at 1409. He describesthe ritualmassaging into the fabric of legal doctrine that awaits the opinion: the conservatives'
efforts to reconstruct the majority opinion so as to give it fuller elaboration and better doctrinal grounding;the liberals' project of turning a startling
contemporaneousdefeat to longer-rangedoctrinaladvantage.
43
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integratedinto doctrine;it may be forgottenas an ill-fitting embarrassment, or it may be taught as part of the "anti-canon"44- a
series of opinionsthroughwhich constitutionallaw professorstry to
inculcate in their studentsa sense of what the Courtshould not do.
Focusing on this last possibility,Balkin suggests thatBush v. Gore is
more likely to be analogizedto the Legal TenderCases, a sequence
of post-Civil Warcases that exposed the Court'spartisanship,then
to Dred Scott or Lochner, cases in which Courts read divisive or
controversialpolitical commitmentsinto constitutionaltexts.
The main domain in which Balkin sees the case's legacy
unfolding,however,is the political realm. Althoughhe believes the
Court's legitimacy will not suffer over the longer run, its middleterm fate depends largely on how the public receives the product
of its labors: the Bush Presidency.Although he is agnostic about
the likelihood of this outcome, he argues that Democratic critics'
best chance for the repudiationof Bush v. Gore lies is the skillful
use of the political institutions and processes established by the
Constitutionto discredit the Bush Presidency, limit its long-term
influence and reclaim the coordinateinstitutionsof governmentfor
the Democrats.
Despite theirobvious differences,Balkin andPost sharea normative reticencein theirresponseto the case. Neitherexplicitly advocates exceptional forms of protest; Balkin, too, adheres largely to
the usual practices of scholarly critique. Yet Balkin seems ultimately agnostic as to whetherthe case should incite unconventional
forms of resistance by law professors. He seems committed to
the development of the "anti-canon,"as a means of reminding
studentshow easily courts and lawyers can become implicated in
moral and institutionalerrors.But he stops shortof advocatingthat
Balkin also highlights the ways in which ideological division and the institutional position of the Supreme Court reinforce these efforts: with cadres of
lawyers committedto the legitimacy and the particularideological programof the
currentSupremeCourt,it may not be necessary for the opinion to be integrated
fully into pre-existingdoctrine;with the assistanceof these minions,doctrinemay
reshape itself better to accommodatethe decision. Balkin, The Boundary,supra
note 30, at 1445-1447.
44 Balkin, The Boundary,supranote 30, at 1449 (citing J. M. Balkin & Sanford
Levinson, The Canons of Constitutional Law, 111 Harv. L. Rev. 963, 1018
(1998)).
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academics select this approachto the case, over normalizationor
neglect; he limits himself to explainingthe kind of anti-canoncase
he believes Bush v. Gore to be. Balkin shows greater interest in
a less traditionally"academic"realm: the political process. It is
here, Balkin suggests, that the American people can contain the
political and legal damage of the Bush Presidency,and, by precipitating a subsequent Democratic victory, even rebuke the Court
for its choice.45 But his only explicit, normativesuggestion - that
the proper recourse for Bush v. Gore lies in the constitutionallyprescribedavenues for political contest - does not responddirectly
to the Court's faithlessness or disregardfor the normal processes
of constitutional lawmaking. His comprehensive criticism of the
opinion notwithstanding,Balkin treats Bush v. Gore less as a
Rule of Law problem than as a case with politically threatening
consequences.
One possible explanation for this characterizationmay lie in
Balkin's view of the Rule of Law itself. This view emerges as
Balkin answers the argumentthat Bush v. Gore refutes the insights
of legal realism,because it is so clearly "off the wall" thatit has few
implicationsfor the broaderconstitutionalfunctioning.Responding
to this claim, Balkin notes that "the question of what is 'off the
wall' and 'on the wall' is not a determinatematter.It is tied to a
series of social conventions, including which persons in the legal
profession are willing to stand up for a particularargument."46
Perhapsmore importantly,the questionof what is on or off the wall
is "not wholly divorcedfrom political ideology."47The notion that
disciplining principles such as legal craft create an area outside of
which liberals and conservatives are likely to agree is, according
45 It is worth
noting however,thatthoughBalkin describesthe democraticinitiatives thatmight lead to a containmentof the Bush Presidencyand by inferencea
rebuketo the Courtfor its initiativein Bush v. Gore, he gives comparableadvice to
the Republicansfor defendingthe Courtand its appointee,suggesting thatin this
section he is previewingpossible scenarios and outcomes ratherthan advancing
normativeproposals.
46 The fact that prominentlawyers were willing to advance these arguments
and the Supreme Court to make them, contributesimportantlyto making them
not clearly "off the wall."Balkin, The Boundary,supranote 30, at 1444.
47 Balkin, The Boundary,supranote 30, at 1445.
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to Balkin, "seriouslyflawed":48even the location of that boundary
can "become a bone of political contention, the specialized form
of political contentioncarriedout throughthe forms and practices
This forceful relativizing of what is "off the
of legal argument."49
wall"50might be regardedas a kind of barrierto a strongacademic
responseto Rule of Law violations. It would be difficultto advocate
a strategyof forcefulprotestif identifying,or persuadingothersthat,
Rule of Law violation is an untractablyuncertainand indeterminate
process.
Even if this readingof the above argumentis correct,however,it
is difficult to know what it implies about Balkin's normativeposition. Balkin's sense that it is difficult to engage conclusively about
what constitutesa Rule of Law violation may have led him to reject
the possibility of a more unconventionallyresistantacademic role.
This, in turn,may have triggeredhis focus on more political means
of containing the damage from the case. However, one may also
read his interestin more explicitly political forms of response as an
attemptedenlargementof the academic purview: academics might
turn to political solutions as an unconventionalmeans of underscoring the lawlessness of the opinion. Balkin does not elaborate
on his reasonsfor this emphasis,however,and his readersare left to
drawtheirown conclusions.

III. THE LEGAL ACADEMIC IN A WORLD OF SOCIAL PRACTICE

The reluctance of scholars such as Post and Balkin to attempt
a non-traditionalresponse to Bush v. Gore is in some respects
surprising.Unlike Sunsteinor Michelman,they see no way of tying
the opinion to some reasonable pattern of institutional practice,
or some future doctrine that will ameliorate its apparentlawlessness. More to the point, their larger view of the Rule of Law
does not requirethat academics serve as apologists for the Court,
48 Balkin, The
Boundary,supranote 30, at 1446.
49 Balkin, The Boundary,supranote 30, at 1446.
50 Indeed,the use of the term"off the wall"- a termthatis

colloquial andlikely
to be perceivedas far more subjectivethanreified or mythologizedterms such as
"lawfulness"or "Rule of Law"- serves to relativize (or highlight the relativized
character)of the discussion from the outset.
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or limit themselves to damage control in vindicating the Rule of
Law. In fact, both share with Radin a view that those outside the
Court- and particularlythose with expertise in assessing or interpreting the Court's pronouncements- play an active role in the
process of lawmaking. For Balkin, the social practice is a cacophonous, multiperspectival,uncoordinatedprocess of debating the
merit or plausibility of decisions, and defining the boundaries of
legality. For Post, the social practice consists of a narrower,more
explicitly collaborativepartnershipbetween courts and their legal
academic interpreters.Neither scholar understandsthis vision to
entail any obligation of unconventionalresistance on the part of
legal academics who see a violation of the Rule of Law. A conventional form of academic criticism is what both ultimately have to
offer, thougheach, in his own way, seems to sense its inadequacy.
In the final section of this paper, I will argue that this limited
normative view is in tension with these authors' social practice
premises. In fact, a social practice view of lawmaking militates
stronglyin favorof a responsibilityon the partof the legal academic
- at least as great and perhaps greaterthan that of other citizens
- to offer forceful, exceptional resistance to lawlessness on the
part of the Court. In this section, I will reconceptualizeRule of
Law violations by the Court, from the perspective of this broader
social practice understanding.More specifically, I will highlight
a kind of violation, implicit in the Court's decision in Bush v.
Gore, that inflicts particulardamage upon a social practice vision
of lawmaking. I will explain why this category of violation, in
particular,mandates the kind of extraordinaryaction exemplified
by Radin's petition, and responds to the reservationsabout starker
forms of resistanceimpliedby Balkin andPost. In concluding,I will
describe some of the ways in which a legal scholarmight attemptto
resist or protestan opinion like Bush v. Gore.
A. An EmergingSocial Practice Vision
In the "social practice" view articulatedby MargaretJane Radin,
law formation requires more than the promulgationof a rule: it
also requires an active response by those who are subject to it. It
is not simply their assent or compliance,but the ease or inevitability
with which they seem to decide in favor of compliance that helps
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to establishthe rule's validity.To the extent that there is reservation
or discomfort about the applicabilityof the rule, the rule is undermined, shifted in its range, or redefined.Moreover,Radin does not
simply describe a one-way relationin which the legislatorspropose
and the people dispose: what legislators enact, or judges decide,
gains its law-like quality,in part, from the way in which it reflects
norms circulatingamong the governed.Judge Wright's decision in
Robinson,Radintells us, was lawful in partbecause it affirmedand
encouragedthe housing activismthatwas partof a largermovement
of grass-rootsprotestat the time.
The social practice vision implicit in the work of Balkin and
Post is different in certain respects. It focuses primarily on the
constitutionallaw that is made by federal courts51and it reflects
a normativeenterpriseof making a powerful and non-democratic
Courtaccountableto those it governs, for what Post would describe
as its inevitable interminglingof politics and principle. This vision
also replacesthe externalobservationof practicedescribedby Radin
andWittgensteinwith a more internalperspective:it does not simply
observepatternsof compliancebut inquiresinto the assessmentthat
produces affirmationor critique. It stands in the shoes of the nongovernmentalpartnerassessing a judicial interpretation,and it asks
how thatassessmentshouldbe made.The non-governmentalpartner
in this vision is differently situated than the citizens discussed by
Radin: she is not contemplatingthe immediate applicationof law
to her own life, but assessing an emerging doctrine that has been
appliedto the lives of others, and may yet be appliedmore broadly.
In this sense, the non-governmentalpartnerin the constitutional
social practice vision is more like Radin herself, reflecting on the
lawfulness of JudgeWright'sopinion in Robinson.
In other ways, however, the two visions are quite similar:lawmakersgenerateopinions or enactments,that are assessed, debated
in theirlanguage, assumptionsor implications;the social 'partners'
decide whether to offer their assent, and their response ultimately
51 This distinction
may make little practical difference inasmuch as Radin
such
features
of
rule formalismas formalrealizability,see Radin, Reconrejects
the
of
Rule
Law, supranote 10, at 800; in this sense, a rule thatmight be
sidering
a
formalist
as more determinatein its scope and applicabilitythan a
regardedby
constitutionaldoctrine,for Radinfunctionsin much the same way.
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affects the scope and meaning of the law. In the constitutional
context, the assessments of the non-governmentalpartnersand the
debates they generate create a field, whose range and patternsof
incidence or dispersalsketchthe boundariesof the "legal."Whether
an opinion is thoughtto be sound, controversialor potentially illegitimatedependsin parton its relationto this field. Accounts of this
sort may provide a more limited form of "social practice"than that
describedby Radin: the Supreme Court is still an unequalpartner
in this relation, with the power to make individualinterpretations
"stick"notwithstandingtheir tension with the voices from the field.
Yet, the functioning of the field tends to mitigate this tension, and
this inequalityover time. As academics,lawyers and other analysts
andcommentatorsoffer theircompetingperspectiveson the Court's
decisions, and on their applicationin other contexts, ameliorative
dynamics can emerge. By linking the Court's decision with past
holdings or projectingit into futurecases - much as Post suggests
- these analysts can shift or unsettle its meaning in ways that may
mitigateits tensionwith the perspectivesthatcreatethe field. If there
is vigorous and fairly unified critique of the Court's opinion, and
if such critique informs or extends to lay members of the public,
commentatorsmay induce the Courtto begin to shift its interpretation itself. Even in cases where the field is, as Balkin suggests, more
cacophonousanddisunifiedin its substance,and moreevanescentin
its boundaries,sites of strongcontroversymay keep the statusof an
opinion in play, and may create fuel for futuremovementby giving
fodderto dissentingmembersof a dividedjudiciaryor Court.
What I have just described is the "normalScience" of a social
practiceapproach.The functioningof this system imposes a kind of
responsibilityto respond:particularly,though perhapsnot exclusively, on those whose specialized knowledge makes them more
able to glimpse tensions, or gives them greaterauthorityin putting
pressure on legal meanings.52This obligation is, in general, quite
52 In Post's view, the universe of those

particularlyequippedto engage in this
he likely sees an ancillaryrole for
is
more
circumscribed:
although
partnership
the
like.
scientists
and
"Sustainingthe Premise of Legality"
journalists,political
law professors,have a particconstitutional
that
academics,
legal
perhaps
suggests
ular role in the social engagement that forges the law. I tend to think that this
universeis slightly largerand looser and involves a range of interpretiveprofessionals, as well as laypersonsin some contexts. I should add that this notion, that
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easily discharged:offering such commentaryis, after all, the job of
legal academics,journalistsand otheranalysts.It can be readily,and
unremarkably,accomplishedwithin the usual scholarlyand popular
venues in which such reflections tend to be offered, or incorporated in variousforms of appellatebrief. We must now considerhow
things differ when academics and other commentatorsconfront an
opinion which they do not simply view as wrong-headed,but rather
see as a violation of the Rule of Law.
B. Violatinga Social Practice Viewof the Rule of Law
To answer this question it is necessary to define more clearly what
might constitutea Rule of Law violation,for purposesof this vision.
One obvious possibility is simply a more extreme version of the
controversialopinion described above. If the shifting constellation
of interpreters'views defines a kind of responsive field of legality,
a controversialopinion approachesthe boundary,while a Rule of
Law violation moves off the map entirely.One might call this kind
of violation a "fieldviolation."This is clearly the kind of breachthat
Radinenvisions when she says:
Withinth[e] domainof acceptablelegal argumentthereis controversy.After each
side has given the other side what it believes are completely convincing arguments, the controversyoften remains. Yet the community of legal practitioners
understandsthat some argumentsare off the chartsor out of bounds- not acceptable legal argument... Bushv. Gore ... is... outsidethe boundariesof acceptable
argument.53

Balkin raises a credible objection to this view when he argues that
with the boundaries constantly in flux, as they would be in this
kind of uncoordinated,collective process of formulation,and with
perceptions likely to vary wildly with variations in ideology or
featuresof social location, it is actuallyquite difficultfor individual
commentatorsto tell, let alone to agree with others about, what is
off the map. Whetherthis means, as his argumentseems to suggest,
thatit is impracticalor incoherentto contest Rule of Law violations
interpretationby legal scholars and others creates a field that may exert force on
futureconstitutionaldecision-making,is not unique to the authorsI discuss here.
Threadsor variantsof it, may be identifiedin the thoughtof other legal theorists:
Ronald Dworkinmight be one example.
53 Radin,Can the Rule of Law Survive,
supranote 12, at 136-137.
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in these terms,is less clear.Presumably,even Balkin would concede
that there are some kinds of decisions that are simply outside the
bounds,particularlyof portionsof the field thathave become stable
enough to permitparticipantsto agree about 'distance':Dred Scott,
a case he describes as being less than analogous to Bush v. Gore,
would seem to be such a case. So Balkin's objectionmay ultimately
decreaseto a disagreementaboutthe numberof cases thatfall within
this unusually clear category, and, perhaps about whetherBush v.
Gore is one of them.
Balkin may also disagree - this is not entirely clear from the
passage I discuss above - about the extent to which argumentis
likely to be availing, in a legal universe where differences cannot
be resolved by reference to some universal rationalityor shared
decision procedure.Some scholars have arguedthat the indeterminacy and irreduciblepluralismof perspectivesidentifiedby critical
scholars points to a kind of nihilistic despair:with no unifying set
of foundationalprinciples,exchange is simply a matterof asserting
"justwhat you think"and thereis little point to efforts at persuasive
argument.54It is not clear that Balkin holds this view; in fact, it
would be surprisingin a scholar so conversant,and so frequently
allied, with variousforms of critical theory.However,a moderated
version of this view might be consistent with the view implicit in
his discussion: that protesting a Rule of Law violation may not
be the best terms to contest the decision in Bush v. Gore. I would
tend to say, with scholars such as Joseph Singer or RobertoUnger,
that argument- inconclusive as it will often be in a universe not
structuredby common, foundationalistpremises - is all we have to
attemptto persuadeeach other, and our best chance lies in making
use of it.55 If the 'field' is not a fixed domain, and we inevitably
54 See
Joseph William Singer, The Player and the Cards:Nihilism and Legal
94
YaleL. J. 1 (1984) (hereinafter,Singer, The Player and the Cards)
Theory,
and
(describing
critiquingthis kind of argument).
55
and
Singer
Unger make their argumentsin slightly differentcontexts.Singer
is concerned with the process throughwhich we all make up our minds about
importantmoral choices, andjudges make up their minds about importantlegal
choices, ratherthanthe process throughwhich we attemptto persuadeeach other
thata Rule of Law violationhas occurred,but his representationof these processes
through the metaphorof conversationis relevant to this latter context as well.
Singer notes:
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differ about its boundaries,we can at least make the best case we
can to each otherthat a particularcase lies within or outside it. Such
argumentsrespect our substantivecommitments, and despite the
lack of sharedperspectivesor controllingpremises, may sometimes
be able to generateat least a partialcoalescence of views. As Singer
notes, "Consensus,if it exists, is not somethingthatjust happensto
be there ... it must be created;"56 and we create it, to the extent we

can, throughcontinuingengagementand inevitablypartialforms of
argumentation.
A more telling problem with using this understandingof a violation to impute a responsibility to undertakeunconventionalacts
of protest is the one suggested by Post: a violation of this nature
can be met with the ordinaryforms of academiccritique.According
to this understanding,a Rule of Law violation is a bad decision,
only moreso: the view of the critic is that the elaborationof a legal
position in a given opinion places it far outside the boundariesof
When judges decide cases, they should do what we all do when we face a
moral decision. We identify a limited set of alternatives;we predictthe most
likely consequences of following difference courses of action; we articulate
the values that are importantin the context of the decision and the ways in
which they conflict with each other; we see what relevantpeople (judges,
scholars) have said about similar issues; we talk with our friends;we drink
enormousamountsof coffee; we choose what to do. Thereis nothingmysterious about any of this. The only thing that makes it appear mysterious is
the myth thatjudges have an advantagethat ordinarycitizens do not have that
allows them to adjudicatevalue conflictsrationally:legal reasoning.But there
is really nothing about legal reasoningthat gives judges an edge on difficult
political and moral questions. All it does is articulatein a more systematic
fashion the conflicting argumentsthat are generally considered relevant to
political and moralquestions.
Singer,The Playerandthe Cards,supranote 54, at 65. Unger envisions a decisionmaking process that involves mediatingbetween "the available ideals of social
life ... and their flawed actualizationsin society,"but he too envisions a dialogic
(and dialectical) process as replacing a reliance on some shared rationalityor
decision procedure."Toengage in [this process] self-reflectively,"he notes, "you
need make only two crucial assumptions:that no one scheme of association has
conclusive authorityand that the mutual correctionof abstractideals and their
institutionalrealizations representsthe last best hope of the standardforms of
normativecontroversy."Roberto Unger, The Critical Legal Studies Movement,
96 Harv.L Rev.561, 579-580 (1983).
56
Singer,The Player and the Cards,supranote 54, at 64.
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the field - farther,perhaps,than the Courtor others might suspect.
This would seem to be a kind of problemthat could be confronted
by legal academics in the usual terms in which they respond to
the Court: through law review articles, or the kind of indignant
classroomcritiqueofferedby Post once his initial momentof vertigo
recedes. One can attempta moreprecise or cogent descriptionof the
boundariesof the field, in orderto help the Courtor othercommentators see how obviously a particularopinion falls outside it. The
dramatickind of protest initiatedby Radin may seem unnecessary
when the defects of an opinion can be effectively exposed in this
way.
However, this is only one kind of Rule of Law violation: there
are others, I would argue, that cut more deeply into the fabric of
social practicelawmaking.Let us imagine, for example, an opinion
thatlargelydispensedwith the need forjustificationof its decisional
outcome:it offeredlittle or no argumentfor its resolutionbut simply
asserted its decisional will. Such an opinion would not simply
breach the boundariesthrough which debate and discussion had,
roughly, defined the "legal":it would short-circuitthe process of
assessment altogether.This would clearly breachthe preconditions
of the partnershipinferredby Post; but it would also be anathemato
broaderconceptions of constitutionalsocial practice. If lawmaking
doesn't end with promulgation- or in the constitutionalcontext,
with judicial articulation- there must be evaluationand response.
For such assessment to occur, there must be some effort by the
judiciary at elaborationor justification.Withoutit, there is little to
assess or respond to, and the social practice of lawmakingcannot
continue. Like a citizen who is asked to follow a law of which
she has no knowledge, the social partnerconfronted with such a
decision lacks the substantivebasis on which to comply or resist.
The entire enterpriseof lawmaking,in its social or collective guise,
is rendered impossible. We might call such a violation a "social
practiceviolation."
There are also other,relatedmeans of truncatingthe social practice component of lawmaking.If an opinion not wholly devoid of
justification,was renderedin such a way that it effectively cut itself
off from past precedent or future application,this would curtail a
social practice of assessment and response. This kind of "social
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practice"violation targets not simply the necessity but the nature
of constitutionalassessment.Post arguespersuasively,for example,
that part of the collaborativeactivity of lawmaking is to interpret
judicial decisions in ways that relate them to past precedents and
possible future cases. An opinion that starkly departedfrom past
precedent,or soughtto insulateitself from futureapplication,would
be virtuallyimpossible to locate in the relevantdomain, and therefore it would be largely immunized against the kind of analytic
treatmentthrough which any sharedpractice of lawmaking might
occur.57
I would arguethatBush v. Gore commitsboth "field"and "social
practice"forms of Rule of Law violation. ConcerningCourt'sequal
protectionanalysis,or its definitionof irreparableharm,in enjoining
the recount in the first place, the opinion is subjectto the objection
that it was simply off the map, as precedent and the debates of
commentatorshad defined the legal terrainin those areas.But other
elements of the opinion come closer to the domain of 'no effort
at justification at all': the failure to permit the state to remedy the
violation by the initiationof a recountunderappropriatestandards,
madepossible by a tendentiousand almostcompletely unelaborated
interpretationof the safe harborprovision of the Electoral Count
Act, might be the most obvious example. But most conspicuously,
the Court'sjarring combinationof an almost unprecedentedequal
protectionanalysis, with a proviso that this approachshould not be
presumedto applyto futurecases, makes engagementwith the case,
on the usual terrainof the past and future, all but impossible. The
decision is not renderedas a threadthat can be juxtaposed to, or
57 The
possibility of these distinct forms of Rule of Law violation provides

at least a partial answer to Balkin's concern about the ultimate indeterminacy
of claims of Rule of Law violation. The claim that a decision has truncated
the social dimension of lawmakingis subject, of course, to differing views, that
cannot predictablybe resolved in a post-foundationalistworld. Some critics see
the "safe harbor"discussion as fully and credibly elaboratedwhile others may
view the decision as plausiblyrelatedto the past and at least potentiallyinjectable
into the future.However,at the least, the gravamenof these claims is not simply
an amplifiedversion of the usual critical claim aboutdistance from the sociallydefinedcenter of gravity.Because what is being alleged is, comparatively,a rarer
andmore seriousevent;theremay be fewer cases in which thereis so little chance
of makingpersuasiveheadway that claiming violation of the Rule of Law seems
pointless.
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woven into, a larger constitutionalfabric; temporally and analytically speaking, it reduced to a single, vanishingly small point, as
to which evaluativepurchasebecomes virtuallyimpossible. Robert
Post eloquently charges the Court with truncating the political
process; but, equally importantly,the Courthas truncatedthe social
process responsiblefor generatingthe meaningof legality.
In addition, in Bush v. Gore, the nature and publicity of the
decision enhancethe significanceof the violation.The Courtperpetrated these breaches in a case of unprecedentedimportance,in a
context of unparalleledvisibility. With the eyes of the nation upon
it, after more than a month of publicly analyzed legal twists and
turns,the Courtcould not have imaginedthatits analyticdepartures,
or its failures to justify or relate its position, would go unremarked.
The salience of the decision - the fact thatit selected a Presidentof
the United States - exacerbatesboth forms of violation: a decision
that veered from the domain of "law,"or truncatedsocial processes
of lawmaking might be less threateningin a technical area with
few implications for the average citizen. In a decision that selects
the President, and helps define electoral process, such departures
are particularlydifficult to accept. The publicity or visibility of the
case serves mainly to underscoreor amplify the "social process"
violation. A courtthat abandonsits commitmentto a sharedprocess
of lawmaking in plain view of the citizenry has done something
particularlyflagrant.The question,thusclearlyframed,concernsthe
contoursof the obligationto respond.
C. A Practice of Resistance
In cases in which the social practice of lawmaking is radically
disrupted,the usual forms of academiccommentaryare ill-suited to
the task of response. To rely exclusively on forms of discourse that
take the importanceof dialogue as a central premise, when one's
discussion partnerhas left the field, or sought to renderdiscussion
impossible, seems obtusely beside the point. Moreover,the terms
of standardlegal critique- scholarly assessment of the "distance"
between an opinion and the substantiveboundariesof "law"- are
inadequateto convey the natureor magnitudeof the departure,and
insufficientlypublic to alert the varied constituencies who should
be concerned with such an event. What is needed at this point is
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not simply more dialogue, but a frankobjectionto the truncationof
dialogue, and an appealto the importanceof the social process that
conventionallyproduceslaw.
Legal academics are particularlywell-suited to perform these
tasks. The legal academy is itself symbolic of the possibility
of debate, and the practice of collaborative interpretation,in the
making of law. Perhapsmore to the point, legal scholars are well
situated to explain to those with a more attenuatedrole in the
social practice of lawmaking, when and how a decision by the
Courthas truncatedthe possibilities for socially-groundeddialogue.
Such interventionmay not be sufficient to trigger reconsideration
by the Court, when the Court has even temporarilyabandonedits
commitment to more collective lawmaking. But it may be sufficient to generate awareness among the public and other institutions of government,whose vigilance, or tendency to regardwith
greater skepticism future decisions of the Court, may ultimately
exert a pull on the Court's commitment to Rule of Law values.
Moreover,notjust the role-relatedcompetenceof the legal academic
but the stakes of the question create a responsibility among law
professors to respond with extraordinaryforms of protest under
these circumstances.Post has arguedthat to acknowledge frankly
the full magnitude of Bush v. Gore's departurefrom norms of
constitutional lawmaking "risks losing hold of the possibility of
constitutionallaw."While I understandhis conceptual point, as a
matterof practice,this gets it precisely backward:tofail to acknowledge - publicly,articulately,to the full range of audienceswho will
hear - the full magnitude of the opinion's departuresrisks losing
hold of the dialogic, collaborativepossibilities of the social practice
of constitutionallawmaking.
The manner and venue in which such a message should be
delivered should be calibratedto the circumstancesand magnitude
of the violation. Resort to the political realm - such as Radin
effected with her "Law Professors for the Rule of Law" petition
- that reflects a symbolic refusal to occupy the realm of academic
debate and persuasionthat the Court'sdecision has evacuated.It is
similar,in this sense, to Post's reluctanceto discuss Bush v. Gore
in a venue that might itself supportthe opinion's tenuous claims to
legality. But such action does more than simply refuse, or exceed,
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the traditionalacademic venues: condemnationof the opinion in
the press, or through action in other institutions of government,
serves to expose the opinion as an assertionof political will rather
than a legitimateproductof the collective, justificatoryprocesses of
law. The effect of such exposure extends beyond the symbolic: if
properlyframed, it might incite discussion of Rule of Law values;
it can in any case mobilize constituencies, including those located
in other branchesof government,whose actions might constraina
courtthathas temporarilyrenounceda more collaborativeapproach
to lawmaking.
However, once the decision to treat the opinion as a political
act has been made, the academic resister inevitably faces choices
about what forms of political resistance are appropriate.In this
context,it may be useful to reflecton what- beyondpublic exposure
of the Court's breach, and provocationof dialogue about Rule of
Law values - academics might want to achieve throughtheir intervention. If one regardedthe decision as an act of political will,
one might also want to try to avert its consequences. In the case
of Bush v. Gore, however, the possibility of this form of action
is virtually eliminated by the Court's decisive curtailmentof the
political process. Had the Court's opinion permitteda recount in
Florida,58for example, academic resisters might have turned to
Congress, counseling members on how to reassert their constitutional prerogatives- and problematizethe Court's interventionas it confrontedchoices among competing delegations. But given
that the Courteffectively precludedCongressionalresolution- and
58 Had the Court's
opinion permitteda recount in Florida, the opinion would
have been somewhatless objectionableon (social practice)Rule of Law grounds.
The apparent"field"violation implicit in the Court'sreadingof equal protection,
and the more serious "social process violation" in its departurefrom precedent
and restrictionof futureapplicationof its holding would have remained,although
whetherthose would have been sufficientto justify academics' resistancemight
have dependedon how decisively the opinion actually affected the election. This
complication underscoresthe point I make above about the role of factors such
as the visibility of the decision and the salience of the issue. I will assume, for
the sake of discussing this possibility, that the Court could have handed down
an opinion that would have permittedthe recount, and the possibility of some
Congressional role in resolving the election, yet it still committed sufficient
"field" and/or "social practice" violations to spur some academics to resistant
action.
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virtually any other form of interventionthat might have affected
the outcome of the election - the choices facing academics with
this goal were exceedingly slim. Academics convinced of the illegitimacy of the Court's decision might have counseled Al Gore to
refuse to concede. However,this defense of the Rule of Law might
have producedeffects worse than the initial violation. While I do
not rule out the possibility that legal academics, like other lawyers,
mightparticipatein acts of civil disobedience,counseling actionthat
mighthave broughtthe governmentto a standstilldoes not seem like
the appropriateplace to begin.
Academics might, more appropriately,focus on forms of protest
that would keep the Court'sbreachbefore the eyes of the public, or
interventionsthat would mitigatethe most damagingconsequences
of its decision. However, even in addressing damaging consequences, academic resisters should continue to call attentionto
the social process violations that give rise to their indignation.
Action that treats the Court's decision as an assertion of political
will seems most constructivewhen it does not simply fight political
fire with political fire, but also underscoresthe value of a returnto
more dialogic, justificatoryprocesses of lawmaking.For example,
legal academics,like many othercitizens, participatedin protestsat
the inauguration:59
informativebrochuresor leaflets in that context
have
might
permittedlaw professorsto demonstratethatthe problem
was not simply the judicial selection of President Bush, but the
way in which it was perpetrated.Academics may also find it useful
to contest some of the most controversialprerogativesof Bush's
Presidency on the groundsthat he was selected throughan illegitimate assertion of judicial power. One prerogativethat has been a
particularfocus of academic attention,in this regard,is the President's power to appointjudges, particularlyJustices of the Supreme
Court.60The justification for such action might seem strongest if
59 Or, in the realm of micro-protest- which is less significant but not to be
ignored - my personal favorite is a bumper sticker that says "Re-ElectGore in
2004." This kind of communicationcontests the legitimacy of the Court'saction;
however,it does not explicate the problemin Rule of Law terms.
60 Bruce Ackerman has argued, for example, that the President's Supreme
Courtnominationsare generallyentitledto substantialdeferencefromthe Senate,
because of the electoral relationship between the President and the people.
However,Bush v. Gore disruptedthis relationship,making the Senate "the only
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one assumes a particularreason for the Court's departurefrom
normallawmakingprocesses: a desire to "packitself' by selecting
a Republican whose appointmentswould be politically congenial
to the Bush v. Gore majority.It is not clear that all defenders of a
social practice view would necessarily share this assumption.Yet
even for those who do not, the President'spower to appointjudges
with lifetime tenuremight be seen as a vehicle for entrenching,in
virtualperpetuity,the effect of this exercise in illegitimatedecisionmaking. The publicity that attends this power, particularlyin the
case of nominationsto the Supreme Court, also creates a context
in which scholars might call attentionto the violations implicit in
the originaldecision. Senate confirmationhearingsmight provide a
fascinating,highly public forumto discuss the legitimacyof Bush's
selection and the problematizationof his prerogativethat follows
from it.
At the same time, it seems questionablefor legal academics to
focus exclusively on the political realm when there is important
workto be undertakenin the academiccontext.Notwithstandingthe
drawbacksof traditionalacademicvenues for exposing or protesting
a "social practice"violation, there may still be forms of scholarly
expression that underscorethe exceptional characterof the Court's
intervention.Kim Scheppele has argued,for example, thatjudicial
decisionmakingin Bush v. Gore - at both state court and Supreme
Courtlevels - reflectsa violationthatmightbe remediedby recourse
to "Rule of Law" amendmentsto the Constitution,an expedient
popularly elected institution that can control a runawayCourt."Consequently,
Ackermanargues,the Senate shouldexercise its power to block any new appointments to the Court, at least until Bush has won the 2004 election "fair and
square."See Bruce Ackerman,The question of Legitimacy,in Bruce Ackerman
ed. This means of protestingBush v. Gore merits sustainedattention,as the judicial appointmentspower is one of the few prerogativesof the Presidentthatmight
successfully be separated,or insulated, from the wave of bipartisansupportfor
presidentialprerogativesthat has followed the attacks of September11. This is
truebothbecause federaladjudicationhas generallybeen conceived as a domestic
matter (a conception that may or may not persist as the controversyover the
creationof secretmilitarytribunalsunfolds)andbecausejudicial selection,particularly at the Courtof Appeals and SupremeCourtlevels, has become sufficiently
politically polarizedthat the levels of bipartisancollaborationthat have emerged
since September11 seem unlikely.
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that has been successful in several central Europeancountries.61
Although Scheppele's work is groundedon a differentconception
of the Rule of Law than the one I develop here, her advocacy of
a textual, Constitutionalsolution to the violations of Bush v. Gore
underscoresthe seriousnessof its departuresin a way thatis distinct
from the usual run of academic critique. More centrally, there is
the question- frontallyraisedbut inconclusively answeredby Post
- of how to present this case to one's students.A shamed silence,
followed by a returnto business as usual seems unlikely to instill
in studentsthe substantiveunderstandingor skepticalposturenecessaryto respondto such incursionsin the future.It is crucialthatlegal
academics continue to think about how to teach Bush v. Gore. My
view is that the case shouldbe presentednot in the context of equal
protection,but as an instrumentfor exploring the meanings of the
Rule of Law.62Throughthis emphasis,studentscould be introduced
to the varioustheoriesof the Rule of Law,includinga social practice
61 Kim Lane

Scheppele, When the Law Doesn't Count:The 2000 Election and
the Rule of Law, 149 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1361 (2001).
62 A closer
questionis how this case should be taughtin a course focussing on
voting rights. I am critical of Sunstein's article, supranote 22, which seemed to
me to use a brief, largely suggestive discussion of the Bush v. Gore's potentialfor
influencingvoting rightsdoctrineto bluntthe force of the opinion's violations, at
a time when commentatorsand public were still trying to assess the magnitude
of the Court's departure.Once the defects of the opinion have been more fully
aired, however, I do not necessarily see it as inappropriatefor litigators to use
the case broadenthe scope of the right to vote. Thus I also think it can be appropriate for faculty membersto include in their voting rights courses a systematic
evaluationof its potentialto affect voting rights law, in a course on voting rights
(a discussion, I might add, thatallows for the possibility of a negative conclusion
on this question). Such treatmentneed not, moreover, be inconsistent with an
effort to expose the opinion's Rule of Law failings. In my Voting Rights course
this fall, I attemptedthis sort of synthesis. Using the Issacharoff, Karlan and
Pildes' casebook, The Law of Democracy(2d ed. 2001), which includes a careful
and nuanced examinationof both the unfolding of the case and its implications
for voting rights doctrine, we discussed the relation of the case to pre-existing
voting rightslaw and its possible futureapplications.Ourdiscussion often yielded
skepticism about what kinds of analytic relations, in fact, existed, and about the
political will of the federal courts to make good on the kinds of rights toward
which they had gesturedin Bush v. Gore. These questions then provideda segue
into the second portion of the unit, in which I provided studentswith a series of
supplementalreadingsthat presenteddifferentaccounts of the Rule of Law, and
permitttedus to discuss Bush v. Gore as a Rule of Law case. I could imagine thata
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approach,and could debate the claims of violation that might be
raised in connection with Bush v. Gore, Dred Scott v. Sandford,
the Legal Tender Cases, and others. One motivation behind this
strategyis to avoid normalizingthe opinion, an outcome that might
be accomplished by its pedagogical integrationinto pre-existing
bodies of doctrine,as well as by the explicit justificatoryefforts of
scholars such as Michelman or Sunstein. Academics committedto
the defense of the Rule of Law should resist this normalizingeffort
in any of the venues in which it appears.But teachingBush v. Gore
as a Rule of Law case is also a crucial means of educatingthe next
generationof students,to be able to performand defend theirrole in
social practicelawmaking.
IV. CONCLUSION

The theoreticalandpolitical innovationof MargaretJaneRadin,and
the more recent, ambivalentcritiques of scholars such as Post and
Balkin, may help legal academics to respond forcefully and creatively to the departuresof Bush v. Gore. For the social practiceview
of constitutionallawmakingthatis integralto each of these theories,
it providesthe analyticstructurefor describingthe violation, as well
as for framingthe form and obligationof response.
School of Law (Boalt Hall)
Universityof CaliforniaBerkeley
Berkeley,CA 94720-7200
USA

professorwho actually saw doctrinalconnectionsbetween Bush v. Gore and preexisting equalprotectiondoctrinemight try somethingsimilarin a Constitutional
Law class, but for me the connections strike me as too attenuatedto merit such
treatment.
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